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Pump Frame   Powder coated steel with fork pockets
Pump   Wet-Seal 210 gpm centrifugal circulation pump
Motor   Sealed 5.5 hp HONDA®
Standard Control (HFS-100) On/O� 3-zone control
Deluxe Control (HFD-200)  Automatic 3-zone controller �ow (GPS optional)
Primary Valves  Electric ball valves
   

Empty (weight)  320 lbs.
Overall Length  101"
Overall Height  24"
Overall Width  48”
Capacity   300 gal
Tank   LLPDE safety yellow poly
Frame   Powder coated steel with 2-way fork pockets

TANK PLATFORM

PUMP PLATFORM

Overall Width  98”
Spray Width (boom only)  8’
Spray Width (w/ wing sprayer) 24’
Nozzles   TeeJet® acetal resin; 3 nozzle sizes
Mounting   Standard with adjustable-height mounting bars

   

BOOM  PLATFORM

Hose Reel Kit   HRK-200
Deluxe Control w/ Spray Zones 10777
Universal Mount Kit  UMK-200
Boom Mount Kit  BRM-175

   

ACCESSORIES/MOUNTS

Applications
With a wide range of tank sizes available, the Liqui Maxx™ spray 
system is fit for use on many types of vehicles — large or small. 
This purpose built system can handle most standard commercial 
applications, making it a versatile and valuable tool in your winter 
maintenance toolbox.

Modular Design - The tank, pump and boom assemblies are 
interchangeable. Users can customize the system according to 
their needs, and then upgrade individual components later.
Elliptical Tanks - The elliptical tanks have a low center of gravity for 
improved vehicle control.

3-Zone Control -The left wing, right wing and center boom nozzles 
can be managed independently with the 3-zone control. This 
helps to apply liquid exactly where it’s needed without wasting 
material. (HFD Pump Platform only)

Adjustable Nozzles - The boom offers three nozzle sizes on a 
rotating assembly, and the wing nozzles can be manually adjusted 
for direction and flow control.

Filtered Pump System -Engineered specifically to handle brine in 
harsh conditions, the wet-seal pump is properly filtered for reliable 
performance. It’s powered by a dependable HONDA® engine.
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Pump Frame   Powder coated steel with fork pockets
Pump   Wet-Seal 210 gpm centrifugal circulation pump
Motor   Sealed 5.5 hp HONDA®
Standard Control (HFS-100) On/O� 3-zone control
Deluxe Control (HFD-200)  Automatic 3-zone controller �ow (GPS optional)
Primary Valves  Electric ball valves
   

Empty (weight)  475 lbs.
Overall Length  112"
Overall Height  48"
Overall Width  59”
Capacity   500 gal
Tank   LLPDE safety yellow poly
Frame   Powder coated steel with 2-way fork pockets

TANK PLATFORM

PUMP PLATFORM

Overall Width  98”
Spray Width (boom only)  8’
Spray Width (w/ wing sprayer) 24’
Nozzles   TeeJet® acetal resin; 3 nozzle sizes
Mounting   Standard with adjustable-height mounting bars

   

BOOM  PLATFORM

Hose Reel Kit   HRK-200
Deluxe Control w/ Spray Zones 10777
Universal Mount Kit  UMK-200
Boom Mount Kit  BRM-175

   

ACCESSORIES/MOUNTS

Applications
With a wide range of tank sizes available, the Liqui Maxx™ spray 
system is fit for use on many types of vehicles — large or small. 
This purpose built system can handle most standard commercial 
applications, making it a versatile and valuable tool in your winter 
maintenance toolbox.

Modular Design - The tank, pump and boom assemblies are 
interchangeable. Users can customize the system according to 
their needs, and then upgrade individual components later.
Elliptical Tanks - The elliptical tanks have a low center of gravity for 
improved vehicle control.

3-Zone Control -The left wing, right wing and center boom nozzles 
can be managed independently with the 3-zone control. This 
helps to apply liquid exactly where it’s needed without wasting 
material. (HFD Pump Platform only)

Adjustable Nozzles - The boom offers three nozzle sizes on a 
rotating assembly, and the wing nozzles can be manually adjusted 
for direction and flow control.

Filtered Pump System -Engineered specifically to handle brine in 
harsh conditions, the wet-seal pump is properly filtered for reliable 
performance. It’s powered by a dependable HONDA® engine.
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Pump Frame   Powder coated steel with fork pockets
Pump   Wet-Seal 210 gpm centrifugal circulation pump
Motor   Sealed 5.5 hp HONDA®
Standard Control (HFS-100) On/O� 3-zone control
Deluxe Control (HFD-200)  Automatic 3-zone controller �ow (GPS optional)
Primary Valves  Electric ball valves
   

Empty (weight)  740 lbs.
Overall Length  118"
Overall Height  55"
Overall Width  75”
Capacity   750 gal
Tank   LLPDE safety yellow poly
Frame   Powder coated steel with 2-way fork pockets

TANK PLATFORM

PUMP PLATFORM

Overall Width  98”
Spray Width (boom only)  8’
Spray Width (w/ wing sprayer) 24’
Nozzles   TeeJet® acetal resin; 3 nozzle sizes
Mounting   Standard with adjustable-height mounting bars

   

BOOM  PLATFORM

Hose Reel Kit   HRK-200
Deluxe Control w/ Spray Zones 10777
Universal Mount Kit  UMK-200
Boom Mount Kit  BRM-175

   

ACCESSORIES/MOUNTS

Applications
With a wide range of tank sizes available, the Liqui Maxx™ spray 
system is fit for use on many types of vehicles — large or small. 
This purpose built system can handle most standard commercial 
applications, making it a versatile and valuable tool in your winter 
maintenance toolbox.

Modular Design - The tank, pump and boom assemblies are 
interchangeable. Users can customize the system according to 
their needs, and then upgrade individual components later.
Elliptical Tanks - The elliptical tanks have a low center of gravity for 
improved vehicle control.

3-Zone Control -The left wing, right wing and center boom nozzles 
can be managed independently with the 3-zone control. This 
helps to apply liquid exactly where it’s needed without wasting 
material. (HFD Pump Platform only)

Adjustable Nozzles - The boom offers three nozzle sizes on a 
rotating assembly, and the wing nozzles can be manually adjusted 
for direction and flow control.

Filtered Pump System -Engineered specifically to handle brine in 
harsh conditions, the wet-seal pump is properly filtered for reliable 
performance. It’s powered by a dependable HONDA® engine.
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Pump Frame   Powder coated steel with fork pockets
Pump   Wet-Seal 210 gpm centrifugal circulation pump
Motor   Sealed 5.5 hp HONDA®
Standard Control (HFS-100) On/O� 3-zone control
Deluxe Control (HFD-200)  Automatic 3-zone controller �ow (GPS optional)
Primary Valves  Electric ball valves
   

Empty (weight)  860 lbs.
Overall Length  119"
Overall Height  73"
Overall Width  85”
Capacity   1250 gal
Tank   LLPDE safety yellow poly
Frame   Powder coated steel with 2-way fork pockets

TANK PLATFORM

PUMP PLATFORM

Overall Width  98”
Spray Width (boom only)  8’
Spray Width (w/ wing sprayer) 24’
Nozzles   TeeJet® acetal resin; 3 nozzle sizes
Mounting   Standard with adjustable-height mounting bars

   

BOOM  PLATFORM

Hose Reel Kit   HRK-200
Deluxe Control w/ Spray Zones 10777
Universal Mount Kit  UMK-200
Boom Mount Kit  BRM-175

   

ACCESSORIES/MOUNTS

Applications
With a wide range of tank sizes available, the Liqui Maxx™ spray 
system is fit for use on many types of vehicles — large or small. 
This purpose built system can handle most standard commercial 
applications, making it a versatile and valuable tool in your winter 
maintenance toolbox.

Modular Design - The tank, pump and boom assemblies are 
interchangeable. Users can customize the system according to 
their needs, and then upgrade individual components later.
Elliptical Tanks - The elliptical tanks have a low center of gravity for 
improved vehicle control.

3-Zone Control -The left wing, right wing and center boom nozzles 
can be managed independently with the 3-zone control. This 
helps to apply liquid exactly where it’s needed without wasting 
material. (HFD Pump Platform only)

Adjustable Nozzles - The boom offers three nozzle sizes on a 
rotating assembly, and the wing nozzles can be manually adjusted 
for direction and flow control.

Filtered Pump System -Engineered specifically to handle brine in 
harsh conditions, the wet-seal pump is properly filtered for reliable 
performance. It’s powered by a dependable HONDA® engine.
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